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Superior Packaging for Protecting Wood Craftsmanship
Great millwork deserves superior packaging for protection during transportation. That’s why Felins USA
is featuring the NEW packaging and banding machine at
the IWF – International Woodworking Fair in Atlanta,
Georgia in August 2016.
This unique banding machine performs in the robust
wood mill or woodshop environment reliably, while it
bands wood products and kits with a firm, but gentle
band. This method of unitizing uses far less packaging
material and requires no end caps. The speed of
processing on the packaging line is noticeable. The
automated machine can also reduce labor, time, and
costs. Companies will see faster cycle times when they
replace hand processing with banding.
Because products arrive at a construction site or retail
store with less damage, they are less likely to be charged back to the manufacturer. This has saved our
customers thousands of dollars and contributed to the ROI of purchasing banding machines. The last
thing your company touches is the first thing your customers see. Present your artisanship in confidence
with banding, instead of damaging products with traditional strapping.
Wood finishing companies, furniture manufacturers, cabinetmakers, wood molding producers and
millworkers should stop by booth 5913. In addition to seeing the machine in person at the IWF, watch it
in this video. After you see this machine run, contact Felins USA. www.felins.com │ sales@felins.com

About Felins, Inc
Felins supplies specialty and custom engineered bundling solutions, serving virtually every industry. Our sustainable
packaging solutions reduce labor, packaging mass and maximize total savings. While some companies try to "think
out of the box", at Felins, we often "get rid of the box" entirely.
For more information, contact Felins at 800.843.5667 or visit www.felins.com.

